
 
 

 
 

Positive Momentum in Southeast Asia's Premium VOD Sector 
 

(Singapore, 7 May 2024) The premium video-on-demand (VOD) landscape in Southeast Asia is witnessing a 

robust resurgence, as revealed by the latest Q1 2024 analysis conducted by ampd, the digital measurement 

platform owned and operated by Media Partners Asia (MPA). In Q1 2024, Southeast Asia's premium VOD 

sector exhibited stability and growth, with a total viewership of 96.3 billion minutes, on par with the previous 

quarter. Notably, the region experienced a significant uptick in total paying subscriptions, reaching 48.5 

million, representing net additions of 652,000 quarter-on-quarter and 1.6 million year-on-year. Such growth 

translated to a 9% year-on-year and 5% quarter-on-quarter increase in total subscription revenues to US$381 

million, marking a milestone as the highest quarterly revenue recorded in the region. Among the five markets 

analyzed, Indonesia and the Philippines emerged as leaders in growth, with Thailand and Indonesia displaying 

strong market monetization scale, closely followed by the Philippines. 

Vivek Couto, Managing Director of MPA, reflected on the Q1 2024 findings, stating, "Following a challenging 

period in 2023, the Southeast Asian premium VOD sector has demonstrated resilience and notable 

improvements since Q4 2023, a trend that has continued into Q1 2024. We've observed better monthly 

customer churn metrics, alongside a robust growth in subscribers and subscription revenues. Investment in 

local content and marketing has been strategic and for the most part, sustainable while leading platforms 

continue to invest in local entertainment and sports." 

Key trends include the enduring popularity of Korean and US content, serving as significant drivers of 

customer engagement across the region. Local content remains a cornerstone, particularly in Indonesia and 

Thailand, where successful platforms have adeptly tailored their offerings to resonate with local audiences. 

Netflix retained its position as the category's top earner, commanding 49% of Q1 SEA Premium VOD 

subscription revenue and 10 million subscribers in Q1 2024. Viu was in second place with 9.1 million paying 

customers and experienced double-digit subscription fee growth driven by market expansion and successful 

local hits. Disney grew revenues Y/Y despite churning customers arising from its strategy of raising pricing 

across direct and wholesale segments. Disney+ maintained its SEA Premium VOD subscription revenue share 

at 11%. 

In Indonesia, Vidio maintained its country leadership in terms of subscribers with 4.1 million customers fuelled, 

by premium sports content and local dramas. Meanwhile, TrueID in Thailand saw growth propelled by local 

originals, Premier League football, and Japanese anime. 

Korean dramas continued to reign supreme as the leading content category, capturing nearly 30% of total 

premium VOD viewership in Q1 2024, closely followed by US content. Chinese content also made significant 

strides, particularly on freemium platforms across multiple markets including WeTV, Viu and iQIYI. The 

demand for local Southeast Asian content remains robust, particularly on freemium platforms, indicating a 

strong affinity among viewers. Impactful originals such as Indonesian dramas on Vidio and Thai content on 

Viu resonated strongly with audiences, underscoring the importance of local storytelling. 
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About this report 
The ampd platform uses a permission-based panel of consumers who consent to the collection of their 
session-based activity. For this report, the platform passively measured real consumption on all web-based 
platforms and Android mobile devices in Southeast Asia in 2024 with a sample size of ~15,000 passive users, 
and an establishment survey with a sample size of ~26,000. ampd Vision was used by MPA to provide a 
granular view of streaming content consumption across key VOD services. All data is based on ampd’s 
proprietary weighting & projection techniques to be nationally representative of mobile consumption for 
individuals aged 15 to 69. The data reported is anonymized and conforms to data privacy legislation in 
markets where the service operates including European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
and the Republic of Singapore’s Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) which delivers parallel compliance in 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) member states. 
 
About ampd 
Our mission is to authentically understand digital-age customers through innovative technology and 
unparalleled expertise. We unearth genuine behavioural data and insights, empowering businesses for 
meaningful connections, customer-centric strategies, and sustainable success. Across the 12 markets in which 
we operate, ampd leverages more than 60,000 passively measured panel members with two SaaS based 
products – ampd Vision and ampd Pulse – while providing customized research to our clients across a variety 
of sectors including Streaming VOD, Content, Advertising, Telecoms and more. 
 
Our clients include leading global internet and technology brands, Hollywood and Asian content studios, 
advertising agencies, telcos and pay-TV operators. ampd won the Best International Video Media Research 
Award at the 2023 UK Mediatel Media Research Awards, which recognizes organizations driving innovation 
in research. 
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